Maths

Science

DT/ART

This term, we will be starting off the year
by recapping some of they key year 4
skills as well as starting the year 5
objectives in place value, addition and
subtraction, multiplication (multiples and
written methods), division and
beginning on our fractions work.

In our first term, we will be
investigating properties of
materials and reversible and
irreversible changes. As well as
this, we will be writing up
scientific investigations using
scientific vocabulary.

We will be kicking off the term by
creating some artwork inspired by
the Blitz followed by the creation of
our very own air raid shelters.
Additionally, we will be creating a
toy during a ‘make do and mend’
project and will be using rations to
bake some war time treats.

PE We will kick off the term with tag rugby
outdoors and we will be creating our own
HAKA in our dance sessions.

Enrichment
On Monday 16th December, we have a
educational visit to the Stockport Air Raid
Shelter where we will experience life as an

UNICEF
English

In English, we will be

writing a comic strip narrative based
on Captain America. After this, we
will be writing letters as an evacuee,
inspired by our class book Friend or
Foe. After this, we will become
speech writers, writing our own
persuasive speech to lead others into
battle. To finish the term, we will be
learning about and writing some
poetry.

Computing
We are cryptographers! This term, we will
be looking are different ways of
communicating and coding. We will be
creating our own codes and trying to crack
the codes of others. We are architects! We
are also designing an air raid shelter!

FIGHT OR FLIGHT

We will be creating our class charter and
discussing which of the UNICEF rights we think
are the most important to us in year 5.

Geography
We will be looking at the location of
different countries that were
involved in the war and why.

French This term, we will be speaking
and writing about school and will be
using different verbs.

History

Music

We will be learning about why the
war started and who where the
British leaders at the time. We will be
investigating primary sources of
evidence to say how people
protected themselves and the effect
of war on everyday life. Linking with
our DT, we will also be making a war
time toy and baking using ration

We will continue to have our KS2 singing
assemblies on a Wednesday morning and
will also be using our voices and
instruments to create soundscapes based
on the sounds of the battlefield.

